
BABY MAFIA 1173 

Chapter 1173: "The Guild Is Too Good To Be True" 

This statue is undoubtedly the best statue that could represent Ainsley's three sacred beasts along with 

the Godfather. 

Of course, Zev, whom everyone couldn't see, was sulking for a long time when he wasn't included in this 

large statue with a story. 

The live audiences saw this colorful statue with a silver base and couldn't help but praise the anchor 

once more. 

[Is that Ain's statue? Ah, ah, the guild founder!] 

[Can you see the small words on the hard box beneath the beasts' feet?] 

The statue was standing on a regular boxy stone representing the ground or something. 

There were indeed some words embedded into the box stone, as if to tell people the story of this 

person. 

The anchor girl immediately brought the camera closer to look at the words engraved on the statue. 

Upon closer look, the words actually described Ainsley's identity, the three cats and the Godfather. 

"Ainsley Sloan, 18th Sloan Family Head, the Irregular Tamer Guild Founder. She's born in xxyy, month ??, 

date ??." 

"Outstanding achievement: ?????? " 

"Her three sacred beasts: Cellino, Bello and Code-L (real name still a mystery). Cellino is ???? " 

"Last but not least, the Godfather, Ainsley's contracted spirit. Father of all mafias. Short history: ??? " 

The explanation was quite complete, and people who came to see the guild for the first time would 

know some things about the guild founder itself. 

The little anchor girl, who was also a guild member, couldn't help but sigh in awe. 

"Everyone, I often come to the guild and see this statue, but I didn't read the explanation below the 

statue. I didn't think it would be so complete." 

This statue is really good for those who had never seen Ainsley and knew nothing about the baby other 

than being the Irregular Tamer Guild founder. 

The live broadcast audiences were also fascinated and couldn't help but urge the anchor to find a few 

more statues with guild information on it. 

The anchor saw those comments and immediately entered the guild lobby to find similar statues or 

information like the one outside. 

However, before she entered the hall, the anchor girl approached a scanner attached to a board not far 

from the statue and immediately took out her phone. 



Then, the girl opened the guild app and scanned her barcode to the small scanner on the tall board as 

tall as herself. 

Once the girl scanned her personal barcode from her individual account, the guild's glass door 

immediately opened automatically. 

It was like your usual supermarket door but it was considered chic and something new to be used for a 

guild. 

[Wow! What is this? You need to scan your barcode to enter? Isn't this so high-tech?] 

[Me, me! I'm also a new guild member here and the guide back then said that this policy was made to 

prevent too many unauthorized people from entering the guild!] 

Indeed. When the anchor girl passed through the glass door, a quick blue scanner flashed from her head 

to her toe, scanning her whole body in just a few seconds. 

The scanner even scanned the girl's irises, ability aura, and so on. 

This kind of technology was rare even among the Gasha country's people and only the dwarves could 

make such an advanced technology. 

At least, other ability users didn't see such a technology at other guilds. 

[Goddamn it. Did you see the anchor's phone? After that blue light scans her, there's an automatic 

system welcoming her!] 

The anchor girl's phone was also within the camera's range and the audience with sharp eyes could see 

an automatic welcoming message being sent to the girl's app account. 

[Welcome back, guild member Reina. May you enjoy your stay here.] 

Reina seemed to be used to this and immediately controlled the camera to shoot the guild lobby. 

"Okay, everyone. This is the guild lobby. Here, we can chat with others or simply go to the registration 

desk to inquire about any information." 

The registration desk also served as a helper that could help guild members with any problem they had. 

For example, about their uniform, app account, and so on. 

The audience looked at the huge and spacious hall similar to a palace ballroom with wide eyes. 

Some of them had seen this guild lobby before, but this one was even better than when Ainsley showed 

it. 

[Oh wow. Look at this lobby. The theme should be heaven or something, like? The floor is made of 

crystal, and there are so many chandeliers...] 

[The sofas are all white-gold clouds! So cute!] 

[If the Winged Guild members saw this, they would be even more obsessed with taking away this 

building.] 



[I don't know why the theme is heaven when the guild is a taming guild, but hey, it looks so classy.] 

[Upstairs, maybe because this guild is a tamer guild based on charm. So, the heavenly theme is suitable 

with charm and love, right?] 

[Agree, agree.] 

The first thing that the people saw when they entered the lobby was the beautiful water fountain. 

There was a cute ponytail girl statue in the middle of the fountain, and water came out of her fingertips, 

forming a small square pool below her feet. 

If people who were familiar with Ainsley and her people saw this statue, they would know that it was 

made based on Code-L's human form. 

After all, there were two cute beasts on the left and the right side of the statue, as if guarding her in the 

middle. 

The fountain water stream was gentle and didn't make people feel noisy. 

Not to mention the cheerful instrumental music in the background always lifted the people's mood 

when they stayed in the lobby. 

This doesn't look like a guild lobby anymore! Too good to be true! 

 


